
One shot Machine



 ►Take a wide range of images (The Largest in industry, Max.320mm)

►Mutiple objects to be 
    measured can be placed 
    casually, measured and 
    identified automatically 
    at the same time.
    

►Exporting Multiple reports 
   & formats  (Txt, CSV, xls) 
   Measuring results and 
   diagrams can be exported 
   to Excel or Text files. 
   

►Parallel backlight
    Increasing depth of field and sharpness

    to improve the accuracy of measurments.

►Quick measurement of geometric 
   dimensions (0.02-0.05 Ele./SEC)

Sub-pixel algorithm

►Perspective error
   

►High-precision sub-pixel image 
    edage detection 
    (Approx. 0.2 pixels accurate)

Point / line / circle / ARC
/ curve... and other 
elements

Geometric tolerances as 
midpoint/intersection/
distance/angle...

Original / Axial ...
Coordinate align setting 

One shot machine is a new generation of optical image measurement, it combines high precision 

& efficiency which has significantly surpassed past traditional 2D image measuring instruments.

- Equipped with the new generation ultra-high pixel matrix camera (20-151 megapixels). 

- And a telecentric optical lens which possess ultra-high resolution, low viewing of   

  angle error and low distortion. 

- No need to move the object for image-connection, the system can capture the whole 

  wide image once, and performs automatic recognition, positioning and alignment for 

  workpiece no matter where it is placed in the field of view.
 



► QCM vertical series
A vertical inspection style machine. 

It is suitable for all objects that can be placed flat/on the glass work table. 

Customized specifications are available, can be modified the configurations of 

machines according customized product size/depth of field/accuracy to optimize cost/efficiency.

► QCH horizontal series
A horizontal inspection machine with no glass work surface. 

and uses gravity for objects to be tested stand in the middle of the image. 

It is applicable for turning parts, shafts, round bars and symmetrical objects. 

We also provide customized specifications and the best solutions to meet your needs.

◆ Internal gear / Straight gear cylindrical gear , Gear size

◆ Screw size

  -Outer diameter

  -Pitch circle diameter (D)

  -Pitch (P)

  -Side angle (AF)

■ Screw measurement (optional software)

-Inner diameter

-Thread angle (AT)

-Gear thickness (S)

-Pitch (p)

-Gear top height (ha)

-Gear root height (hf)

-Upper gear diameter (da)

-Root gear diameter (df)

-Overlock gear thickness (dm)

-Overlock distance (DM)
-Gear thickness (Sn)

■ Quick gear measurement 
    (optional software)

■ DXF comparsion 
   (optional software)

■ CANin DXF_Editing program  (optional software)DXF comparison of irregular object 

contours.  Instantly display the size 

difference of all contour positions.
Offline workstation, 

which uses DXF to import 

drawing files or measuring 

images, the program can 

be made by DXF without 

real parts.
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Surface light

Contour light

Coaxial light

LED ring light 

LED parallel light 

Optional device

LED ring light 

LED parallel light 

Optional device

Field of View (FOV)

    W (X. mm)

     L  (Y. mm)

Model

LED ring light 

LED parallel light 

Accuracy 

(um) (*Mark1)

Area matrix black and white cameraCamera device

Light System

    Surface light

    Contour light

Depth of Field 
(mm)

Magnification 
(X)

Model

Accuracy 

(um) (mark)

Area matrix black and white camera Area matrix black and white cameraCamera device

Depth of Field 
(mm)

Magnification 
(X)

Field of View 

    W (X. mm)

    L (Y. mm)

    H (Z. mm)

(*Mark1) Working environment temperature 25C+/-2C, humidity 20~80%

(*Mark2) Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Electric / Manual lifting light

QCM vertical series specification

QCH horizontal series specification Optional device

Electric / Manual platform

Compound upper light
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QCH Herizontal 


